Stephen Johnson Field: Near-Great
Justice, or Near-Greatest Justice?
Let us set the playing field. Stephen Johnson Field is no John Marshall. Nor is he
Holmes, nor Brandeis, nor Story. He lacks the weight of Warren, the influence of
Black, the force of Rehnquist.
We do not argue otherwise.
This is our modest proposal: When considering the vast tier of second-rate justices,
Justice Field deserves to be at the top.[1] Field set the pace for the also-rans; of those
justices whose ideas were discarded, Field’s had the most force. He is the most
distinguished of the indistinguishable, as measured by numbers, substance, or more
subjective qualifications.
David S. Terry, Field’s predecessor as Chief Justice of California, may have captured
it best when he described Field as “an intellectual phenomenon” who could “give the
most plausible reasons for a wrong decision of any person I ever knew.”
praise when you consider that Terry later tried to assassinate Field.
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Field was a stalwart by standard quantitative measures. He was the longest-serving
justice at his retirement, and his 12,614 days on the Court are second only to
William O. Douglas.[4] Field served with twenty-seven justices (four chiefs, twentythree associates), a total surpassed only by the first Justice Harlan (twenty-nine).[5]
His 544 majority opinions place him among the ten most-prolific justices of all
time.[6]
These opinions demonstrate Field’s near-greatness, in the sense that they provide
the foundation for great doctrines, rather than consistently announcing them. Not a
student passes through law school doors without reading the foundational case on
quasi in rem jurisdiction: Pennoyer v. Neff.[7]

Readers with more refined Constitutional tastes may recognize Justice Field as the
godfather of substantive due process. His dissents in the Slaughter-House Cases
and Munn v. Illinois
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planted the seed for the Court’s decision in Lochner v. New
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York three decades later. True, “Lochner” may now be a dirty word, but it was
Field’s conception of the Fourteenth Amendment that controlled the social and
economic doctrine of the Court for four decades.[12]
Some of Field’s work proved genuinely useful well into the twentieth century. His
dissent in O’Neil v. Vermont
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provided critical guidance to the Court eighty years
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later in Furman v. Georgia, where several justices relied on Field’s discussion of
excessive or disproportionate punishment when tracing the scope of the Eighth
Amendment.[15]
By now some of you are surely protesting: “What about Chae Chan Ping v. United
States?[16] Indefensible!” To which we say: When it comes to near-greatness, no press
is bad press.[17] Sure, maybe a Great Justice would have dissented,[18] but a near-great
one like Field would go along and craft a narrow opinion for a unanimous Court.
Besides, if Holmes gets a mulligan on Buck v. Bell,[19] and we are willing to excuse
Chief Justice Taney for Dred Scott,[20] so should Field get a pass here.
Field’s sturdy judicial record warrants his inclusion among the Court’s Near-Greats.
Had history developed differently, he may have edged into the top tier. But empirical
data aside, these ratings are inherently subjective. So when it comes time to
separate Field from Fortas, consider the following:
Inane Cocktail Party Trivia
Field scores exceptionally high on “ICPT”:
He was the first and only “tenth” justice, and the only person to serve as the junior
justice on a court of three different sizes.[21]

Field was the first member of the Court from the Golden State, and the only Justice
to have first served on the Supreme Court of California.
He is an essential link in the chain connecting the Jay Court with the Roberts Court
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based on the fewest number of overlapping justices.

Most Interesting Justice
Field also has a strong claim to the title of “MIJ”:
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He is the only justice to have been disbarred twice.

He narrowly escaped death at the hands of one judge,[24] and accepted a challenge to
duel another on incredible terms: In a small room, starting with pistols and ending
with bowie knives.[25]
Field survived an assassination attempt, and in the process became the only justice
to be charged with murder. While riding circuit in California, Field was attacked by
David Terry. A U.S. Marshal assigned to guard Field shot and killed Terry.[26] Both
men were arrested. The charges against Field were soon quashed at the urging of
California’s Governor, and his bodyguard’s case eventually reached the Supreme
Court.[27]
*
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Others may argue that their favorite second-tier justice should lead the pack. But
none can match Field’s legacy on the bench, or his life off of it.
Q.E.D.

*Written by Stephen M. Duvernay & David A. Carrillo [28]
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